Crowdsourcing testers don't have to sign any contract, and the anonymous crowdsourcing testers determine the quality of tests.To match the recommended tasks with testers, a two phase task recommendation method based on Top-K algorithm was proposed. Category was introduced to reduce time complexity of Top-K algorithm. By classifying the tasks and calculating the category matching scores, the task types which were most suitable were obtained. After calculating the similarity between tester portrayal and tasks, the top K tasks were recommended from selected categories. Experiment shows that the proposed Top-K-Task algorithm can greatly improve the matching degree between testers and the recommended task.
Introduction
Mobile application crowdsourcing testing is a distributed solution that outsourcing mobile application testing tasks to anonymous network users in a voluntary way [1] . Compared with the traditional testing methods, crowdsourcing testing has advantages of freedom, high innovation and low cost [2] . However, because the lack of effective task recommendation mechanism, the matching degree between tasks and testers is low. Not only does the problem affects the test efficiency and quality, but also raise testers' enthusiasm. Table 1 shows that existing crowdsourcing platforms often provide preliminary sorting and searching mechanisms for users. But traditional method of sorting and searching makes it difficult for testers quickly find out interesting testing tasks, and it is difficult to guarantee the quality of testing.
Table1. Task searching and ranking method Crowdsourcing platform key word region category time price
To solve these problems, the paper studies the recommendation method of crowdsourcing testing tasks. First, an improvement on Top-K algorithm was proposed by introducing category. After calculating the matching score, the most suitable task types were selected. Then the top k tasks were recommended after the calculation of similarity between tester portrayal and tasks.
Task recommendation Algorithm of mobile application crowdsourcing testing
Top-K algorithm is a real-time recommendation algorithm proposed by Mejdl Safran [3] . The algorithm predicts the user's preferences by setting the weights of the user's different attributes [4] , returning the previous K results based on the user's preferences [5] . Because the algorithm can extract useful information from a large amount of data, it has been widely used in many fields such as e-commerce, search engines and so on. The paper will study and improve Top-K algorithm, and propose a method for task recommendation.
Top-K algorithm based on category
In the application scenario of Top-K algorithm, there are a lot of Crowdsourcing tasks and testers data. An effective intermediate mechanism is introducing category to avoid a large-scale operation. Category acts as an intermediary mechanism between crowdsourcing and task. Depending on the skills required, tasks can be put into different categories, and testers can be associated with a variety of categories based on their own features, historical task information. The crowdsourcing task can be recommended as a limited 1-K match between testers and tasks. The data structure is shown in figure 1.
Figure1
. Data structure of Top-K algorithm based on category C→T(category-task) is introduced as an array of many categories, each category i c contains a large number of tasks, the data structure is shown in Figure 1 (a). Figure 1 (B) shows a workerWj in W→C (worker-category) points to many categories.However, it is not enough to get the W→C data structure because W→C only represents the relationship from the testers to categories. Additional data structures are needed to match the appropriate categories with the appointed testers, as is shown in Figure 1 
For the given tester Wj and categories i c , the matching score ij S between them is defined as the product of three factors: the acceptance rate, the proficiency level, and the user satisfaction: 
Proficiency level ij SP is defined as the ratio of successful completion task in the category i c to all of the task completed successfully by Wj :
User satisfaction is the ratio of average customer satisfaction in i c to the average customer satisfaction of all tasks:
2.2.Similarity between tester portrayal and tasks
The above can only screen out the types of tasks which is most suitable for the testers. So it is important to consider how to recommend the most suitable tasks, and the introduction of Cosine similarity can solve the problem.
Cosine similarity is a commonly used similarity measurement, especially for high-dimensional spaces [6] . The Cosine similarity is more applicable than Euclidean distance when the dimensions of different attribute values are inconsistent [7] . The range of Cosine similarity is [-1,1], and the bigger the result is, the higher the similarity is [ 8 ] . 
2.3.Top-K-Task recommendation algorithm
With the increasing scale of crowdsourcing testers and tasks, testers will spend more time to find tasks which are suitable for their skills and interest, and it is difficult to ensure that if the recommended tasks is suitable. The purpose is to help testers quickly find the best matching tasks. Therefore, the proposed Top-K-Task algorithm aims at recommending the most suitable task for crowdsourcing testers.
Supported by the data structure of the Top-K algorithm based on the task category, the recommendation for the specific testers by the Top-K-Task algorithm is shown in figure 2.
Figure 2. the Top-K-Task algorithm
The proposed algorithm firstly classifies the test tasks, and calculates the matching scores , then the categories are sorted in descending order to screen out the top two suitable categories. By computing similarity between tester portrayal and tasks in these two categories, we can get the top k tasks that is most recommendable.
The Top-K-Task algorithm requires O(α+k) to generate recommendations for appointed tester, where α is the number of task categories, and K is the number of tasks to be recommend. Obviously, the time complexity of the Top-K-Task algorithm is very low. No matter how big the data size is, the algorithm still works.
Experimental verification 3.1. Experimental data
In this paper, we access experimental data from the mobile application crowdsourcing test website Testin by crawling method .The paper selects data from March to April, the final experimental data is shown in table 2. 
Evaluation index
The recommendation system commonly used evaluation criteria MAP (Mean Average Precision) to evaluate the experimental results, which is defined as "relevant" and "irrelevant" to assess the average correlation between recommended tasks and testers.
AP(Average Precision) represents the average accuracy rate. P(k) represents the accuracy of k results, rel(k) indicates whether the position of k is relative, Q is the number of recommended tasks. Table 3 compares the original data and the result from proposed Top-K-Task algorithm. In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm accurately and objectively , all of data is in the same parameter settings. From the above experiment results, the matching degree between tasks and testers in original data is low. The matching degree of Top-K-Task algorithm is higher than the original data, which proves the accuracy of the Top-K-Task algorithm.
Experimental results and analysis

